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Encouraging young children to retell stories
enhances their language and literacy development
What does research tell us about story retelling
as a strategy for developing early language and literacy?

O

nce isn’t enough when it comes to
storytelling—and that’s a good thing!
Research shows that encouraging toddlers and
preschoolers to retell stories they’ve heard is an
activity that benefits their language and early
literacy development in a number of ways.
Researchers at the Center for Early Literacy
Learning (CELL) examined 11 studies that
included 687 children participating in various
story-retelling interventions. The effectiveness of
the story-retelling interventions was determined
by evaluating child outcomes including
comprehension, expressive vocabulary, receptive
language, and aspects of early literacy such as
phonological awareness and print awareness.
The intervention practices varied. Their
characteristics in terms of the adult reading
included: introducing the story before
beginning to read; reading the story multiple
times; giving an oral review of the story’s
characters and events; pointing out a
relationship between the child and an event
or character in the story; prompting the child
to respond to the story by asking open-ended
questions and/or encouraging the child to
ask questions; asking the child for predictions
about what will happen in the story; using
props or toys to more deeply involve the child
in the story; and telling the story using book
illustrations or sequencing picture cards as aids.
In terms of the child’s retelling, the practice
characteristics included: adult prompting to
encourage the child’s retelling; elaborating on

“Now it’s my turn to tell the story. Mommy and Tiger
can listen!”

the retelling with specific questions about story
structure and details; letting the child hold
the book to use for cues during the retelling;
using pictures or picture-sequence cards to
assist the child’s retelling; and having the child
use manipulatives like toys to assist with the
retelling.
The study analysis showed that a combination
of these characteristics had the greatest benefit
for child literacy and language learning. The
research findings also confirmed what educators
who favor story retelling as a learning strategy
have asserted—that the practice is especially
effective in promoting children’s expressive
vocabulary and comprehension.
This CELLnotes summarizes findings reported in Dunst, C. J., Simkus, A., & Hamby, D. W. (2012). Children’s story retelling as a language enhancement strategy. CELLreviews 5(2), 1-14.

Acting on the Evidence
Download free, two-page CELLpractices guides in versions
for parents or practitioners at www.earlyliteracylearning.org
Staff of CELL have created a number of practice guides especially for parents and early childhood
practitioners to encourage putting this research evidence to use in home, community, and classroom
settings. All of the two-page practice guides listed below are available for free download on the CELL
project web site: www.earlyliteracylearning.org. At this web address you can also find interactive
posters called CELLpops and multimedia practice guides such as videos that illustrate practices
supported by this research.

Especially for Parents

Especially for Practitioners

Infants:
Baby’s First Picture Book
Tell Me More, Tell Me More
The Right Touch

Infants:
Repeated Storytelling
Touch-and-Feel Books
First Picture Books

Toddlers:
Book Reading Made Fun for All
I Wanna Be a Storyteller
Let Me Tell the Story

Toddlers:
Creating Young Storytellers
Reading Together Out Loud
Letters and Books

Preschoolers:
Read It Again
Let’s Read Together
Read with Me

Preschoolers:
Read and Repeat
One for the Books
Tales for Talking
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